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Mr. Robert D. Martin
Regional Administrator, Region IV
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive - Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

SUBJECT: Waterford SES Unit 3 Docket No. 50-382, License No. NPF-38
1987 SALP Progress Report

REFERENCES: NRC letter dated April 30, 1987 from R.D. Martin to J.G. Dewease

f Dear Mr. Martin:

You may recall that near the end of the 1986 SALP evaluation period for
Waterford 3, we provided you, at your re<1uest, a retrospective review of our
accomplishments during 1986. Preparing that SALP Progress Report proved a
useful and refreshing exercise for us in focusing our attention on the
positive developmental aspects of our organization and plant. It also
provided us another opportunity to evaluate progress over an extended period
of time in attaining our mutual goals of safe and efficient nuclear plant
operation.

We have, therefore, decided to submit the enclosed SALP Progress Report for
the current SALP rating period which began on February 1,1987. Although the
SALP period extends through July 1988, the remainder of that time will be
largely taken up by the second refueling outage for Waterford 3, scheduled
to commence in early April. We expect to supplement the SALP Progress Report
with a review of outage activities following completion of the outage.

Waterford 3 management and staff are justifiably proud of our accomplishments
through 1987 and early 1988. We feel that we have made significant strides
in satisfying not only your observations from the 1986 SALP report, but in
working toward our own goals of excellence in all facets of nuclear plant
ope ra tion. For each SALP functional area, you will note, the enclosed report
addresses our initiatives in response to your previous SALP assessment,
and discusses many other significant accomplishments and objectives aimed at
an integrated approach to plant safety and operations.
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The majority of the SALP Progress Report reviews actions completed at Water-
ford 3 during 1987. In certain instances, we felt it worthwhile to provide
you with some idea of our future plans in order to present an overall picture
of our goals and objectives. Because specific details may change as we begin
implementation in these areas, please do not treat this report as a commit-
ment document, but rather as a general roadmap to the extent that it deals
with future activities.

Should you find it useful to have additional information in any area touched
on by this report, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Yours very truly,

S n J.G. Dewease
Senior Vice President -
Nuclear Operations

JGD/MJM/tsy
Enclosure

; cc: E.L. Blake, W.M. Stevenson, J.A. Calvo, D.L. Wigginton, R.D. Martin,
h1C Resident Inspector's Office (W-3)
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